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The year 2011 has thus far been dominated by the
vigorous pursuit of interventions for patients with low
levels of high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C)
and proatherogenic lipid profiles. The major setback of
the early stoppage of the Atherothrombosis Intervention
in Metabolic Syndrome with Low HDL Cholesterol/
High Triglyceride and Impact on Global Health Outcomes (AIM-HIGH) trial by the National Heart, Lung,
and Blood Institute (NHLBI) [1] was seemingly offset by
the demonstrated safety of the cholesteryl ester transfer
protein (CETP) inhibitor dalcetrapib in the dal-VESSEL
trial [2].
AIM-HIGH was a large (3414 patient), randomized,
placebo-controlled study designed to assess the efficacy
of high-dose, extended-release niacin in patients already
receiving statins and at target low-density lipoprotein
cholesterol (LDL-C) levels, but with either low HDL-C
or elevated triglycerides. The study enrolled high-risk
patients including 92% with established coronary heart
disease (CHD), 52% with prior myocardial infarctions,
71% hypertensive individuals and 34% diabetic individuals [3]. The study was stopped on 25 April 2011,
18 months earlier than planned due to the lack of
reduction in cardiovascular events (5.8 and 5.6% annual
event rates for drug and placebo, respectively, over
32 months). Of greater concern was an increase in
ischemic stroke with treatment (1.6 compared with
0.7% with placebo, P ¼ 0.02), although nine of the
28 strokes in the niacin arm occurred at least 2 months
(and up to 4 years) after discontinuation of therapy.
The disappointing results were surprising and contrary
to many prior smaller studies [4]. Mechanistically, the
lipid benefits of niacin could have been offset by the
negative glycemic impact and the medications necessary
for its control in this diabetic/prediabetic cohort [5,6].
Although firm recommendations on the role of niacin
in patients already receiving statins await the results
of another large study, the Heart Protection Study 2
of HDL to Reduce the Incidence of Vascular Events
(HPS-2 THRIVE) [7], these findings suggest a lesser
role for adding extended release niacin to a statin when
LDL-C is at target. Add-on niacin may still be beneficial
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when LDL-C is not at target [8]. AIM-HIGH results
should also not dissuade niacin use in patients not
taking statins (such as those intolerant to statins) in which
benefit appears to be considerable [9].
Coming after the ill-fated investigation of lipid level
management to understand its impact in atherosclerotic
events (ILLUMINATE) trial, which demonstrated
increased cardiovascular events in patients receiving
torcetrapib [10], dal-VESSEL randomized 476 patients
with CHD or CHD risk factors to dalcetrapib 600 mg or
placebo for 36 weeks with endpoints of cardiovascular
safety, endothelial function (using brachial artery flowmediated vasodilatation) and blood pressure [11].
Dalcetrapib, the least potent of CETP inhibitors, was
previously shown to decrease CETP activity by 26–58%
and increase HDL-C by 23–34% [12]. In dal-VESSEL,
dalcetrapib increased HDL-C by 31% and had no adverse
effect on SBP, endothelial function or cardiovascular
events [2]. The lack of negative impact on endothelial
function further distinguishes dalcetrapib from torcetrapib, which induced endothelial dysfunction independently from CETP effects [13]. The potential addition
of dalcetrapib to our pharmacologic armamentarium,
however, still awaits the results of the 15 600 patient
dal-Outcome trial [14].
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